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Appendix 1: Research and Policy Context 

Tourism Context 
Travel & Tourism is one of the world’s largest economic sectors 

accounting, in 2017, for 10.4% of global GDP and 313 million jobs, 

or 9.9% of employment.1 

The UK tourism industry generates 9% of national GDP, 

contributing £127 billion in gross value added (GVA) to the 

economy. Within London, the sector employs 700,000 people 

– one in seven of the capital’s jobs – and accounts for 11.6 %of 

London’s GDP.2 

In 2016, London attracted 31.2m overnight visits, of which 

19.1m were international. Two thirds of these were from Europe. 

International overnight visitors generated £11.9 billion of 01 
spending. Domestic day trips generated a further £14.4 billion3 

and domestic overnight trips £2.8 billion4 – a total spend of 

nearly £30bn. 

London’s tourism industry has experienced a largely 

uninterrupted upward trend over the last 40 years. It remains the 

market leader for inbound visits to Europe. London & Partners’ 

2016 London Visitor Survey found that 75% of visitors intend to 

return in the future – 59% within two years.5 

London accounts for 51% of England’s international visitors. 

The USA is London’s single largest overseas source market, 

accounting for 12% of all overseas visits, but two thirds of 

international visits are from Europe (albeit these are a slightly 

lower spending group – 49% of inbound spend).6 

Between 2011 and 2016 the main growth markets in terms of 

numbers of visits were the Middle East (up 48%) and Asia (up 

36%). Europe grew by 27%, albeit with country by country 

variations. North America grew by 22%. The overall growth 

rate was 24.7%. The highest spending markets are also volume 

markets – the top fve spending markets (in order) are the USA, 

France, Germany, Italy and Spain. The UAE and China spend 

more than their volume would suggest.7 

Almost half (49%) of overseas visits to London are for holidays, 

with a quarter (25%) visiting friends and relatives (VFR) and 

about a ffth (19%) coming for business. Domestic visitors were 

more likely to be visiting friends and relatives (38%) or coming for 

business (25%) and less likely to be on holiday (33%).8 

The domestic market is numerically signifcant (but slightly 

smaller than London’s European market) and is relatively static 

(growing 9% between 2011 and 2016 – albeit with fuctuations). 

In 2016 spend by the domestic market was slightly larger than 

the combined US and French spend (the largest inbound 

markets). 

The Value of Tourism 
It is estimated9 there were 21.5m tourism visits to the City of 

London in 2018. They generated £2,006m of direct expenditure. 

This translated into £538m of GVA (Gross Value Added) impact, 

which supported an estimated 18,880 FTE jobs. 

Volume and Value of Tourism – City of London (2018) 

No. of visits (m) Direct spend 
(£m) 

Day 20.3 1523.5 
Day – for conference 7.3 755.9 

Day – holiday staying in London 5.1 361.8 

Day – from home 7.8 405.8 

Staying 1.2 482.3 
Staying with friends/relatives * 1.5 

Commercial  Business 0.8 345.6 

Staying Commercial – Leisure 0.5 135.3 

Total 21.5 2,005.8 

NB. Figures are rounded and, as such, sub-totals in the table 

may not add up exactly. 

Both volume and value indicators were up in 2018. There were 

a variety of factors behind this including: increases in bedstock, 

occupancies and Average Daily Rate (ADR), and visits to the 

City’s attractions; and major events notably the Wizarding 

World Wand Installation in November 2018. 

The City attracts a number of diferent market groups. Day 

visitors accounted for most visitors – 94%. 

Day visitors can be divided into three groups – day visitors from 

home (36%), day meetings and conference visitors (34%) and 

holiday visitors staying elsewhere in London and visiting the 

City for the day (24%). Staying visitors accounted for a small 

proportion of trips (6%) but were more signifcant in terms of 

spend (24%).  Business visitors were the most signifcant staying 

group (17% of spend). 

1 Travel & Tourism Economic Impact 2018 (World Travel and Tourism
 Council 2018) 

2 A Tourism Vision for London (London & Partners 2017) 
3 London Tourism Report 2016-17 (London & Partners 2017) 
4 Great Britain Tourism Survey 2017 (VisitEngland 2018) 
5 A Tourism Vision for London (London & Partners 2017) 
6 London Tourism Report 2016-17 (London & Partners 2017) 
7 As above 
8 As above 
9 The 2018 volume and expenditure data is based on the City of

 London economic impact model (RJS Associates Ltd – 2019).  This
 draws on data from a range of sources to provide estimates of
 tourism activity in the City. 

Cover image: Blood Rite 
by Boy Blue Entertainment © Jamie Smith 
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- Staying 
Business 17% Day -

from home 20% 

Day - conference 38% 

Day - holiday 18% 

Staying - Friends and 
relatives 0% 

Visitor Type 
% of visits 

Day - holiday 24% 

Day - conference 34% 

Day - from home 36% 

Staying -
Leisure 2% 

Staying -
Business 4% 

Staying -
Friends and 
relatives 0% 

Visitor Type 
% of spend 

Staying -
Leisure 7% 

Leisure visitors account for most visits (62%) and just under half of 

expenditure (45%). 

About a third of expenditure (31%) is generated by overseas 

visitors. 

Visits to Attractions10 

Attractions in the City of London attracted 6.69m visits in 2018. 

This was up on 2017 (by 1.5%). Visits to attractions in the City in 

2018 were up by 27.9% compared to 2010. 

In 2018, City attractions were up signifcantly on 2017 in the frst 

and fourth quarters (by 7% and 6% respectively) and slightly on 

third quarter (by 2%). However, they were down in the second 

quarter (by over 7%). 

Share of trips and spend 
By origin and purpose 

Business 
38% 

Business 
55% 

Leisure 
62% 

Leisure 
45% 

Overseas 
25% 

Overseas 
31% 

UK 
75% 

UK 
69% 

Trips Spend Trips Spend 

Visits to City Attractions (2010-2018) 
Millions of visits 

6.295 

6.591 
6.499 

6.354 

6.592 

5.229 
5.452 5.471 

02 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

10   This data is drawn from the City of London’s Visitor Attractions
   Monitor. It contains data for the following attractions: Bank of
   England Museum, Barbican, the City of London Police Museum,
   Dr Johnson’s House, Guildhall Art Gallery, Monument, Museum of
   London, St. Paul’s, Tower Bridge Exhibition, London Mithraeum,
   and the Tower of London. 

6.689 
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The chart (below) compares the quarterly performance of Visits Trends (2009+) 
City attractions with inbound holiday visits to London and all (Visits to City attractions and London holiday visits by quarter – relative to Q4 2009) 

London attractions. City attractions performed better in quarter 

1. Attractions across all of London performed better in quarters 

2 and 3.  Across the year, City attractions (up 1.5%) performed 

slightly better than all London attractions (up 0.6%). 

200 

180 

Visits to City Attractions 
No. of visits (k) 
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Q1 Q2 

2010 

Q1 Q2 Q3 

2012 

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 

2015 

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 

2016 
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2018 
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Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 City – Visits to Attractions London - Inbound holiday 

2016 2017 2018 
Sources: Visitor Attractions Monitor (City of London), IPS 

Quarterly Performance 
(2018 over 2017) 

The chart above shows quarterly trends in visits to City 

attractions compared to quarterly holiday visits to London by 

inbound staying visitors. The fgures are presented relative to 

Q1 2009 to enable comparisons. There is a close relationship 

City of London – Accommodation Supply (2018) 

Accommodation Type 
Hotels – 4*/5* 

Hotels  budget /2*/3* 

Aparthotels 

Airbnb 

No. of Operators No. of rooms 

18 3588 

12 2560 

15 762 

281+ 

+ Based on search of Airbnb website – this is a fexible accommodation 
form so levels at any one time may vary.  Most of the supply is whole 
apartments (which have a 90-day occupancy limit). 

11  Source: STR Destination Report. 

7.0% 6.1% 6.6% 5.6% between overseas holiday visits to London and City 

-4.5% -4.9% 
-7.4% 

-13.2% 

3.3% 
2.0% attraction visits. 

-21.2% 

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 

City – Visits to attractions 

London – Visits to attractions 

London – Inbound holiday visits 

Sources: Visitor Attractions Monitor (City of London), IPS, London & Partners 

Accommodation supply and demand 
The following table summarises accommodation supply, by 

the end of 2018, in terms of number of operators and rooms. It 

includes the Premier Inn Farringdon which has 326 rooms and 

opened in two phases (summer 2018 and February 2019). 

Annual average room occupancy in the City in 2018 was 89% 

– up 2.7 on 2017. 11 Mid-week occupancies in the City (at 87.8%) 

were broadly the same as weekends (88.5%). Average Daily 

Rate (ADR) was £160.62 – up 0.2% on 2017. Mid-week ADR was 

signifcantly higher than weekends ADR (£173.39 compared to 

£128.85). 
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Tourism Trends 
VisitEngland has looked at trends that are set to infuence the 

travel and tourism industry in the years to come.12 Those factors 

of relevance to City of London include: 

• Economy – Emerging markets are growing as a proportion 

of the total world economy and by extension as a 

proportion of global outbound tourism opportunities. 

Many are transitioning to middle-income status, expanding 

the population of potential international travellers. However, 

advanced markets remain crucial and still account for 

almost half of all world economic growth. 

Pop Up Screens © Anders Birger 

• Connectivity – Connectivity is a signifcant factor in the 

process of consumers deciding where to take a holiday. 

According to The Ofce for National Statistics, out of the 

top 10 countries with the most inbound passengers into the 

UK in 2015, eight are European. Geographical proximity is the 

main factor for the number of European visitors to the UK and 

connectivity is key when considering inbound visitors from 

long-haul destinations. 

Demographics – 
• The Ageless Traveller – The face of the global consumer 

landscape is rapidly evolving as developed markets 

become aging societies. This is changing consumer 

behaviour, causing individuals to delay major milestones 

until later in life, or to repeat them and to live in more mixed 

generation or solo households. 

As people are living longer and more active lives, while 

adhering less and less to a traditional order of key life stages, 

it is becoming less relevant to think about travellers in terms of 

their age and more in terms of their interests. 

• The Solo Traveller – It used to be the case that in most 

consumers’ lives periods of solo living were concentrated in 

young adulthood and later life. However, today, as life stages 

become more fexible and traditional milestones like 

marriage get shufed, postponed and even repeated, 

consumers are experiencing living on one’s own across any 

number of points in their life – bringing with them all the 

related consequences of single living into their leisure 

activities. 

Consumer trends – 
• Filter Bubble – Despite the endless resource ofered by the 

internet, future travellers will live in a flter bubble created 

by personalisation algorithms and homogenous social 

networks. Tourism products will have to work hard to stay 

on the traveller’s radar. 

• Maximising behaviour – Value, for future travellers, will be 

about more than price. They will opt for trips that allow them 

to collect as many unique experiences as possible on their 

journey, without having to invest considerable time and 

money in getting about. 

• The death of risk – With limited budget and holiday time 04 
available, future travellers want to fnd out as much as 

possible about their destination before getting there. They 

expect travel providers to empower them by providing 

enough upfront information about tourism products. 

• Wishlisting – Future travellers will expect to be able to more 

easily take the step from inspiration to purchase, by shopping 

directly from wishlists and a range of new interfaces such as 

smart TVs. 

• Conversational Commerce – Making enquiries about, 

or booking tourism products, will be easier than ever for 

future travellers, as they will not even have to leave their own 

messaging apps to do so. There will be less need for tourism 

products to develop their own expensive apps or websites. 

12   The Future Travel Journey: trends for future tourism product
   development (Foresight Factory Research for VisitEngland July 2017) 
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• Impulsive Existence – Fuelled by the fear of missing out, 

a desire to travel like a local – not a tourist – and a growing 

comfort with mobile purchases, future travellers will more 

often prefer to book tourism products once they are at their 

destination. Products that do not accommodate this 

behaviour might increasingly be overlooked. 

• Locational living – In a future with better connectivity, 

location-based technology will help raise awareness of 

and increase engagement with tourism products by pushing 

content based on an individual traveller’s whereabouts. 

• Performative perfection – Future travellers are social media 

conscious and will have a strong preference for tourism 05 
products that are 1) contributing to their social capital/worth 

sharing; and 2) easily shareable. 

• Mastering the mind – Highly aware of the pressures of

      modern life and the harmful impact this has on their personal 

wellbeing, relaxation will be a key motivation for future 

travellers. However, a real digital detox will still be a step too 

far for most. 

• Pursuit of real – Genuine, authentic, tourism products are 

preferred by future travellers as they seek to get rid of their 

“tourist” stamp and experience their destination like a local 

instead. 

• The leisure upgrade – Skill-seeking future travellers will prefer 

tourism products that combine fun and an opportunity for 

learning or self-improvement. VisitEngland identifed a 

number of social and demographic factors in 2015 that 

relate to the domestic tourism market in particular. These 

include: 

o   An ageing UK population – in the medium term the

       number tof people over 65 is increasing. This generation is 

a powerful economic force, with sufcient time and

            disposable income to enjoy short breaks and regular

       holidays – albeit spending power can be threatened by

       declining values in pension plans and savings.

 o Family composition is also changing – with grandparents 

more involved in childcare (the ‘Vertical Family’). This has 

implications with potentially more intergenerational family 

holidays and a need for appropriate products to cater for 

this. Similarly, the UK population is becoming increasingly 

ethnically diverse and this represents a market of

 increasing importance but one that is poorly understood. 

Online booking and marketing. 
• Information technology and the ways in which consumers

 access tourism information have changed dramatically over

 the last twenty years – and continue to do so. The following

 are some of the key factors relevant to tourism information

 provision: 

o In general, the internet is the primary source of visitor 

information. Mobile (tablet and smartphone) are

       becoming increasingly important – particularly in terms of

       providing in-destination information 

o There are a number of well-established internet players 

providing potential visitor information. These include

       Google, TripAdvisor, Online Travel Agents (OTAs) and

       booking sites (like Expedia, Last Minute, Booking.com, Late

       Rooms), meta-search engines (or aggregators like Trivago

       and Kelkoo), deal sites (Groupon, Wowcher), and the

       ‘Sharing economy’ (AirBnB, Uber) 

o Destination sites are only one of these – they tend to be

       used at the planning stage of the customer journey 

o Diferent market groups (life-stages) will plan their trips in

 diferent ways – some groups will often leave their trip

        planning to the ‘on-the-move’ / in-destination stages.

        There are difering attitudes to, and use of, digital and

        social media. The largest (and growing) group are

 ‘info-seekers’ who are actively using digital to seek and

        fnd information 

o Social networking will increase in importance – online

        networks will be a vital channel for businesses for

        distribution, awareness creation and recommendations.

        Impacts of this include the amplifcation of negative

        experiences, and disintermediation (consumers direct to

        businesses), fear-of-missing out’ (FOMO), which means

        consumers want to share the experiences of their peers –

        they want to hear stories and have stories to tell and share 

o The direction of travel in information provision is ‘mobile

        frst’ for all stages of the customer journey – particularly in

        terms of in-destination information. Rating experiences,

        making information simple, and developing customised

        unique experiences are also key trends in customer

        demands. For marketeers, there is need to convey the

        potential experiences quickly and visually. Wireless access

        on holiday and information in the right format will be key.

        Bookings will be more ‘last minute’. 

https://Booking.com
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Policy Context 
A Tourism Vision for London (London & Partners 2017) highlights 

that tourism plays a vital role in London’s economy, employing 

700,000 people, and is central to the city’s reputation and ‘soft 

power’. It contributes to London’s diverse culture, retail ofer and 

night time economy. Visitor numbers are projected to grow to 

40.4m by 2025 (up from 31.2 million in 2016). Culture and heritage 

are key draws. 

Creating a world-class visitor experience will be achieved 

through activity in four areas: 

• Pre-visit promotion: convincing more visitors to choose 

London by attracting more frst-time visitors; drawing more 

visitors during of-peak seasons and directing them to 

locations where London has capacity; showcasing London’s 

cultural ofer 

• Visitor experience and information: providing visitors with 

information to help them do more and see more in London; 

What drives visitors to London? 

Historical landmarks, iconic attractions, parks and waterways plus London’s cultural offer are its key strength 
All markets (incl. domestic)– importance of each aspect on the decision to visit London 

Over indexes 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Under indexes 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Historical landmarks or architecture (e.g. Big Ben, Tower of London) 

Attractions (e.g. London Eye, Madame Tussauds, London Zoo) 

Parks and waterways (e.g. Hyde Park, River Thames) 

Museums/galleries 

British customs and traditions (e.g. pubs, black cabs, afternoon tea) 

Exploring places/areas most tourists don’t go to 

Exploring different neighbourhoods 

Food and dining experiences 

Shopping 

Theatre, music or performance 

Visiting places seen on TV or flms 

Festivals or special events (non sporting) 

Nightlife e.g. bars, clubs 

Fashion & design 

Interest in the Royal family 

Sporting events 

improving information to help them fnd rewarding food 

experiences and encouraging visitors to explore areas 

beyond central London and connect with Londoners 

• Infrastructure and amenities: ensuring London can

 sustain and accommodate growing numbers

 of visitors; investing in culture, amenities and digital

      infrastructure 

• Developing the infrastructure for business visits 
and events: strengthening the meetings and events

 proposition and creating a world-class business visitor

 experience through greater coordination across the

 city; addressing regulatory constraints that make

 London less attractive for delegates. 

0 50 100 150 200 

Source: L&P London Visitor Survey 2016 

Total base: 4434; China, USA, UK, Australia, Germany, Sweden, Norway, Netherlands, Italy, France, Spain 

• The graph13 above shows the key drivers for visitors to London 

– and highlights how historical buildings, architecture and its 

attractions and museums and galleries are the most 

important reasons to visit. 

13  London Visitor Survey 2016 (London & Partners) 
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City of London Corporation – Corporate Plan (2018-23). The • Developing the Culture Mile as a better visitor experience 
Corporate Plan has three linked aims: contribute to a fourishing 

society; support a thriving economy; and shape outstanding 

environments. 

Priorities include to protect, curate and promote world-class 

heritage assets, cultural experiences and events, and to 

champion a distinctive and high-quality hotel, shopping, 

food and drink ofer and provide excellent spaces for 

markets to thrive. 

City of London Cultural Strategy 2018-2022. The City is a world 

class centre for culture, with an extraordinary concentration 

of institutions like the Barbican, the Museum of London, the 07 
London Symphony Orchestra and the Guildhall School of Music 

and Drama, as well as a range of heritage assets, libraries, 

exciting outdoor events and cutting edge contemporary art 

programmes like Sculpture in the City. 

The aspiration is to re-position the City as a world capital for 

commerce and culture. Objectives of particular relevance to 

tourism include: 

• Transforming the public realm, and developing Culture Mile 

in the north west of the City 

• Promoting the cultural, heritage and creative strengths of 

the City, and using the wealth of outdoor spaces to appeal 

to a diverse audience. 

The Strategy identifes a number of relevant actions including: 

• Better wayfnding, and creating more connected routes for 

visitors that reveal the cultural and heritage ofer 

through public realm improvements and developments to 

the cultural, food and evening economy ofers 

• Developing more coordinated international promotions 

and working with partners across London to promote the 

City’s cultural ofer abroad 

• Developing a City-wide marketing and communications 

plan to increase awareness of the cultural ofer 

• Support one-of ‘major spectaculars’ (like London’s Burning) 

and a new outdoor cultural programme to animate the 

streets and create a vibrant weekend, early evening and 

lunchtime environment. 

City of London Local Plan (2015). The plan identifes fve key City 

Places each with its own character and priorities (the North of 

the City, Cheapside and St. Paul’s, Eastern Cluster, Aldgate, and 

Thames and Riverside). It also identifes (strategic objective 3) 

the need ‘to promote a high quality of architecture and street 

scene appropriate to the City’s position at the historic core of 

London, complementing and integrating the City’s heritage 

assets and supporting the continued development of the City 

as a cultural destination for its own communities and visitors.’ 

From a visitor development perspective particularly, relevant 

policies include: 

• CS6 – Promoting visitor attractions in and around Cheapside, 

including museums and art galleries such as the Guildhall Art 

Gallery, churches and other heritage assets, cultural events,

 including the Lord Mayor’s Show, and exploring the potential

  for street markets. Improving visitor information, including

  use of the Visitor Information Centre, signage and the 

Fires Ancient by Martin Firrell, produced by Artichoke 
© Clive Totman 

  “Square Miler” volunteers 
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• CS11 – Maintaining and enhancing the City’s contribution to 

London’s world-class cultural status through – e.g.

 o   Providing, supporting and further developing a wide

       range of cultural facilities

 o   Providing visitor information, increasing awareness of the 

City’s cultural and heritage assets and encouraging the 

City’s communities and visitors to make full use of its

       cultural and heritage facilities

 o  Allowing hotel development where it supports the primary 

business or cultural role of the City, and refusing new hotels 

where they would compromise the City’s business function

       or the potential for future business growth 

• CS12 – Conserving or enhancing the signifcance of the

 City’s heritage assets and their settings, and providing an 

attractive environment for the City’s communities

  and visitors 

• CS20 – Improving the quantity and quality of retailing and 

the retail environment, promoting the development of the 

fve Principal Shopping Centres and the linkages 

between them. 

‘From good night to great night’ A Vision for London as a 24-
Hour City (GLA 2017). The night time economy is vital to London 

and represents an important opportunity in terms of jobs, supply 

chains, reputation, and the richness of London life. However, 

there are challenges – rising rents, business rates, labour 

shortages, and anti-social behaviour. 

Principles to developing London’s night time include making 

the ofer accessible, safe and attractive to all, promoting all 

forms of cultural, leisure, retail and service activity (not just pubs 

and clubs), and promoting domestic and international visits to 

London. 

The Draft London Plan (GLA December 2017). This identifes the 

importance of London’s visitor economy and that it should be 

strengthened, with a need for additional serviced bed spaces. 

Within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ), strategically signifcant 

serviced accommodation (defned as more than 20,000 sqm 

in the CAZ) should be encouraged in CAZ Opportunity Areas, 

with smaller-scale provision in other commercial core areas 

of the CAZ.  World Heritage Sites (The Tower of London) are of 

particular signifcance. 

The Monument © City of London Corporation 
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A Cultural Tourism Vision for London 2015 – 2017 
(Draft, GLA). London’s world class cultural ofering is one of 

its strongest selling points. Cultural tourism is worth a lot to 

London – £7.3 billion is spent by cultural visitors which equates 

to £3.2 billion economic impact and 80,000 jobs supported. 

Despite the importance of cultural tourism to London, more 

can be done to expand the cultural ofer to tourists – e.g. half 

of cultural organisations in London do not promote themselves 

internationally. There are other challenges – infrastructure (like 

transport) is under pressure, visitors think culture and heritage 

are too expensive, and visitors and Londoners are not fully 

aware of the cultural ofer. 

The Vision outlines a number of actions including: 09 

• Better collaboration across public and private sectors 

• Better understanding of the facts 

• Raise awareness of the breadth and diversity of

      London’s cultural experience 

• Enhance the storytelling and enhance the experience

 – e.g. itineraries and packages, content planning, link

 in cultural tourism messages with major creative

 industry events 

• Maximise the benefts – e.g. position London as a

 gateway to the UK’s cultural tourism ofer, work with the

 Team London ambassadors and local BID visitor

 guides to raise the awareness of popular and less

 known cultural events and attractions. 

Sources: 
City of London Destination Report, 

(STR Global 2017, 2018 and 2019) 

The Future Travel Journey: trends for future tourism product 

development 

(Foresight Factory Research for VisitEngland July 2017) 

Travel & Tourism Economic Impact 2018 

(World Travel and Tourism Council 2018) 

A Tourism Vision for London (London & Partners 2017) 

London Tourism Report 2016-17 

(London & Partners 2017) 

London Message Testing (Humankind Research 2017) 

Great Britain Tourism Survey 2017 (VisitEngland 2018) 

City of London Economic Impact Model 

(RJS Associates Ltd for City of London – 2019) 

Visitor Attractions Monitor 

(RJS Associates Ltd for City of London – 2019) 

International Passenger Survey (ONS) 

London & Partners Attractions Monitor 

UNWTO Factbook 2018 

Cultural Hubs, Art Fund Report (Muse 2016) 

Culture Mile Communications Plan 

(Jane Wentworth 2017) 

City Cultural Hub – engaging target audiences 

(BDRC 2016) 

Sculpture in the City ninth edition. Reza Aramesh, Site of the 
Fall – study of the renaissance garden: Action 180: At 9:15 am 
Sunday 28 May 1967 (2016), Image courtesy of the artist. Kindly 
loaned by the Kamel Lazaar Foundation, Photo: © Nick Turpin 
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Guildhall © Clive Totman 

Appendix 2: 2013-17 Destination Strategy Highlights 

2013/14 
• A Christmas in the City campaign ran across both

 years, in conjunction with City retailers (who shared

 the costs). The 2013 campaign saw nearly double the

 London average in terms of sales growth, and the 2014

 campaign just under double 

• In 2013, the City became (and remains today) a

 Platinum Member of London & Partners, sharing the

 benefts of partnership with City stakeholders 

• Following Government approval of the City’s Various

 Powers Bill, a new policy to allow on-street trading

 and markets at events and on special occasions

      was developed 

• The new City of London Heritage Gallery was opened

 at Guildhall generating signifcant media interest

 including a feature piece in BBC’s Inside Out 

• Tower Bridge’s new glass walkways opened in autumn

 2014 to signifcant critical acclaim 

• The City Culture Network was established as a forum

 for culture providers to meet and hear from industry

 experts on pertinent topics 

• The City Visitor Trail was developed and launched

 at Tower Bridge in March 2014 by the Chairman of the

 Heritage Alliance (Loyd Grossman); promoting

 walking routes between City attractions, to date over

 500,000 Trail maps have been distributed and the app

 downloaded over 35,000 times. 

2015 
• From March to May, 21 celebrity-painted Shaun the

 Sheep sculptures populated the City for “Shaun in the

 City” – a charity sculpture trail; the most popular

 family-focussed visitor initiative to have ever taken

 place in the City, the accompanying app reached

 number one on iTunes within 24 hours of launch 

• The Guildhall Yard monthly lunch markets launched in

 April; they have become a huge hit with City workers

 with over 2,000 attending most markets 

• The City Information Centre won gold in the

 Visitor Information Provider of the Year category at

 VisitEngland’s Awards for Excellence 2015 

• The City Information Centre was selected as the ofcial

 London Tourist Information Centre for the Rugby World

 Cup in 2015 

• The City Corporation led a shared cost ‘London ofer’ 

Magna Carta 800 campaign in partnership with Inner

 Temple and the British Library. It also partnered with

 Visit Kent and multiple regional towns and cities to

 deliver a nationwide Magna Carta trail. 

10 
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2016 
• In March, the City Corporation ran a major

 programme and campaign in partnership with

 Shakespeare’s Globe to mark the 400th anniversary

 of Shakespeare’s death. The campaign – entitled 

Shakespeare Woz Ere united all City attractions and

 culture providers under one umbrella, with the

 opening event – a son et Lumiere in Guildhall Yard –

 attracting over 14,000 visitors over two evenings 

• In September, the City Corporation commissioned

 and hosted London’s Burning – a programme of

 activities produced by Artichoke and

 commemorating the 350th anniversary of the Great 11
 Fire. The events achieved a footfall of c. 90,000 and

 £2.5m in economic impact for the City, with the

 content of the fnale spectacular – London 1666 – 

 achieving 6.2m views across platforms worldwide 

• In November the City Corporation opened the City

 of London Police Museum at Guildhall to signifcant

      acclaim. 

2017 
• The City’s new Outdoor Arts Programme [formally

 City of London Festival] was launched in March,

 with Londinium – a series of 38 events celebrating

 the City’s Roman heritage – being the focus in

 summer/autumn; over 57,000 visitors attended

 activities across the programme 

• In April the City Corporation pledged its support

 to the Mayor of London’s London Borough of Culture

 programme. This support included a City Bridge Trust

 grant of £300k over the two years and agreement that

 the City Corporation would ofer the winning boroughs

 the opportunity to make use of its cultural and tourism

 assets and expertise to drive footfall to their

 programmes 

• In July, the City Corporation and Visit Greenwich

 formed a strategic alliance, agreeing to work in

 partnership to promote one another’s assets, driving

 footfall between destinations, sharing costs to secure

 exposure and supporting one another’s visitor and

      heritage ofers 

• The City also partnered with England’s Historic Cities

 as part of a successful £1.2m bid from the Discover

 England Fund. Working with regional partners (and

 Greenwich), the City of London will gateway national

 destinations, supporting the sector at a country-wide

      level 

• In November, the City Information Centre celebrated

 its 10th anniversary in its current building. During its

 tenure, it has served over 3m visitors, delivered £3.5m

 a year in economic impact for the UK tourism industry,

 advised over 50 counties on best practice in tourism

 provision, achieved the country’s top accolade in

 tourism provision, and become the only ofcial tourist

 information centre left standing in central London. 

Tower Bridge © Michael Utech / Getty Images 
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Culture Mile © Mark Allan 

Appendix 3: Consultations 

Representatives from the following organisations and 

departments have provided input into this strategy, via 

individual meetings and participation in strategy workshops: 

City of London Corporation committees, teams and 
departments* 

Barbican Centre 

Built Environment 

City Information Centre 

City Sports Engagement 

City Surveyor’s 

Corporate Strategy and Performance 

Cultural and Visitor Development 

Culture Mile 

Culture, Heritage and Libraries Committee** 

Economic Development Ofce 

Guildhall Art Gallery 

London Symphony Orchestra 

Mansion House/Central Criminal Court 

Open Spaces 

Remembrancer’s Ofce 

Smarter City 

Tower Bridge

 * In addition to the consultations listed above, two workshops 

were held for ofcers from relevant City attractions and 

services not appearing on the list 

** An additional workshop was held for elected Members not 

serving on this committee 

Meetings with external partners and stakeholders 

Cheapside Business Alliance 

City of London Guide Lecturers Association 

Greater London Authority 

London & Partners 

London Borough of Southwark 

London Borough of Tower Hamlets 

London Borough of Waltham Forest 

London Culture Forum 

Museum of London 

St Paul’s Cathedral 

Tower of London 

Transport for London 

Visit Greenwich 

VisitEngland/VisitBritain 

A combined workshop for the City’s Hotels, Attractions and 

Retail Network (CHARN) and the City Culture Network (CCN) 

was held in April 2018. 
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